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Leading Meaningful Change:

Express the work with a sense of urgency 
around student success  



Confronting Brutal Truths



Institutional Goals:

• Placement rates into transfer level coursework in Math and  

English will increase by 50% for incoming students by the 

beginning of 2017-2018 using multiple measures assessment.

• 75% of Skyline College students will achieve on-time degree 

and certificate completion, and/or transfer according to their  

educational goal, by 2020-2021.



Clearly communicate
the college’s vision



Leading Meaningful Change:

Clearly communicate the college’s vision

Takeaway:
It is important for the campus to understand 
how all the pieces of the project work together 
and the scale and magnitude of the work .



Leading Meaningful Change:

Establish a guiding team structure



Skyline College’s Design 
Team Co-Leads

 1 Dean of Counseling (Partial reassignment)

 1 Instructional Dean (Partial reassignment)

 1 Counseling Faculty (Partial reassignment)

 4 Instructional Faculty (.60 reassignment each)
1. History

2. Legal

3. Environmental Sciences

4. Communication Studies



Leading Meaningful Change:

Establish a guiding team structure

Takeaway:
It is critical to align resources to provide the 
space and the opportunity to do the work.



Create an inclusive
inquiry

and work infrastructure



Leading Meaningful Change:

Create an inclusive inquiry and work 
infrastructure

Takeaway:
For the greatest amount of success, is important to create a 
collaborative space where information and individuals from 
various efforts on campus can connect.  This reduces the amount 
of replication of work. 



Leading Meaningful Change:

Create and 
communicate 

clearly defined

roles, goals and 
timelines 



Exploratory Course

An exploration of how to best design a first semester course to support all students through the 
transition into college and careers with the goal of promoting academic and professional success for all.

Foundation (Affective Domain) 

An exploration of the beliefs and behaviors that promote college success for all and how Skyline College 
can incorporate them into all foundational courses.

GE Redesign 

A continued exploration of how Skyline College should contextualize general education courses to make 
them more relevant to students and make the curriculum more cohesive.

Inquiry & Work Teams:



HIPs (High Impact Practices) 

An exploration of pedagogy centered on equity and high impact teaching practices such as 
undergraduate research, service learning, e-portfolios, culminating projects, study abroad, internships 
and more.

Student Support Services

An exploration of redesigning student services to be in alignment with meta-majors that includes 
implications for modifications to orientation, delivery of career development support and services, 
increasing comprehensive educational plans, and examining integration with instruction. 

The Undeclared Student Experience 

An exploration of the experience of undeclared students, including how to incorporate exploration into 
their experience to give them the tools to choose a degree or certificate.

Inquiry & Work Teams:



Leading Meaningful Change:

Create and communicate clearly defined roles, 
goals and timelines 

Takeaway: 
To make this work meaningful, it can’t come off the 
shelf, so it will take a clear vision, time and resources.
Be mindful of integration and overlap between the 
teams. 



Leading Meaningful Change:

Create and follow clear processes

1. Decision Making
2. Communication Process
3. Design Principles



Meta-Major Design Principles

 Focus on Student Perspective/Perception

 Efficiency for Students

 Commonality of Community Contribution and Intellectual 
Pursuit

 Shared Ways of Knowing

 Inclusion and Equity

Keep an Open Mind



Leading Meaningful Change:

Create and follow clear processes

Takeaway:
Campus stakeholders will have different levels of 
engagement and therefore different levels of 
understanding.  Process is critical to being able to 
move the work forward.



Leading Meaningful Change:

Gather Meaningful 
Data

1. Course Mapping
2. Social Graphs
3. Student Feedback



Course Mapping Placeholder



Social Graph Placeholder:



BRINGING STUDENT VOICES TO 
GUIDED PATHWAYS DESIGN



What we asked students:

1. How do you choose a major?

2. How do you choose courses each semester?

3. Which supports are helpful or would be helpful to you?



Findings: 

1. Most students found choosing a major to be a daunting task.

2. Choosing courses and getting into the right class was challenging.

3. Students found available supports helpful, but many were unaware 
of the different types of supports that exist.

4. Some students yearn for a sense of community and peer 
connection.





Most students found choosing a major to be a 
daunting task:

• Difficulty in choosing a major was identified as a barrier to 
finishing on time.

• Student attributed the difficulty in choosing a major to there 
being few opportunities to explore careers, and link how majors 
connect with those careers.

• Most students felt taking courses was not a helpful strategy for 
career exploration. 



Students’ Questions 
about Choosing a Major:

1. What are my career options? How do I get more information 
about those careers?

2. What are the different types of jobs that various majors lead 
to?

3. Is the major I am pursuing “practical” in terms of my ability 
to find a job with a decent salary later on?



“At least for me, it was about not knowing where to go. Like 
Communications, Okay, where do you go from there? Do I 
become a professor? Do I work in TV? What kind of jobs do 

people have? It sounds corny, but are they 
happy in those job?”

- California Community College Student



“I know a lot of people who have been here for 5 or 7 years, and they 
switched their major so many times, and that is why they are here for so 
long… and I think that happens so often because there isn’t really 

someone to sit down with them and say “Here , these are your 
strengths, these are careers that would be good for 
you, and these ones aren’t,”… so that is why they keep 
jumping around.”

- California Community College Student



“I’ve been guilty of this—and it is a common thing in here—where you 

take class after class and you kind of forget your end goal… but it 
would be great to have something tangible like 
a shadowing program or something else that 
would get you excited about picking a major.”

– California Community College Student





“I found it really hard to find classes because I’m a big fan of 
not wasting time. So, I was like, I’m not going to take anything 
I don’t need to take. It was really hard.”

Quotes from California Community College Student’s:





“ …though my learning community I got to know 
about so many resources here on campus, like 
TRIO, Spark Point, EOPS.”

Quotes from California Community College Student’s:



Counseling: 
• Students wished they could see the same counselors 

every time.

• Students wished counselors had more specialized 
knowledge about a program.

• Students wanted more time with counselors and for 
them to be available during the evenings.





“One thing that I think would help me, I think is to set up study 
groups… or even a classmate that is at your level to help you along–
somebody you can communicate with and deal with to try to keep 
you motivated”

“I feel like one of the biggest things that’s missing at college is a 
celebration of culture. Not just ethnic culture, but I mean even with in 
each major there’s a certain kind of unity… people just come in and 
out, and of course they’re not going to run into these services like 
TRIO or EOPS, because they’re not looking at bulletin boards or their 
email.”

Quotes from California Community College Student’s:



Guiding Process Questions: Student Focus Groups

• Are you asking leading questions?

• Who is asking the questions?

• In what ways is the group representative of your student 
body? In what ways is it not?

• How will you use this data?

• What are some other strategies you might use to gather and 
immerse student voice into your guided pathways inquiry?



Leading Meaningful Change:

Gather Meaningful Data

Takeaway:
Move from National Data to local data.  The 
local data that is most likely to be overlooked, 
but is potentially the most transformative to 
your work, is student feedback.



Leading Meaningful Change:

• Design with the end in mind

• Ensure that the work is grounded 
in the values of your institution



Looking Back On Our Journey:

1.What is your WHY?
2.The framework is national, but the work is local
3.Build your own bicycle, but don’t reinvent the 

wheel



Overall Presentation Outline:
•Expressing the work with a sense of urgency  

•Clearly communicating the vision (Signature Component Slide)

•Creating the guiding team (DTCL – Reassignment structure)

•Creating the infrastructure (DT Graphic)

•Creating clear goals 
1. Define roles

2. IT/WT Doc

•Create processes
1. Decision Making

2. Communication Process

3. Design Principles

•Gather Meaningful Data
1. Course Mapping

2. Student Feedback

•Evaluation plan

• Institutionalizing outcomes


